Flocontrol ‘s Valvitalia Control Valve FAST TRACK
Centre is now open for business!
Flocontrol are proud to announce the commencement of our new Valvitalia Control Valve FAST Track centre
in Perth Western Australia.
We now carry in stock all components to supply Valvitalia linear globe style control valves from our O’Connor
facility.
Valves are able to be supplied in the following range of sizes, materials, pressure class and CV range.
Model:
Sizes:
Pressure class:
Materials:
CV range:
Trim:

Valvitalia LTG1 globe control valves – standard trim
25mm ~ 150mm
150# ~ 600# flanged RF.
ASTM A216 Gr WCC & ASTM A351 CF8M
1.6 to 350
Linear and Equal %

Using semi-assembled, certified and tested components from Valvitalia,
Flocontrol are able to supply Valvitalia control valves with fast delivery times.
It’s even possible to deliver within 24 hours depending on the client’s specifications.

Actuation
Actuators stocked are the Valvitalia PDA series. The PDA series is an Industry
standard diaphragm style pneumatic actuator available in Direct and Reverse
acting designs with 3-15 psig or 6-30 psig spring options depending on the
client’s application.

Valve Controls
We understand that clients have specific requirements when it comes to
Positioners so Flocontrol stock and supply pneumatic, electro-pneumatic
and digital valve positioners (DVC’s) from a number of major OEM’s. We
can fit and function test the entire control valve assembly in our facility.

Testing, Certification and Painting
Flocontrol provide Profiler valve signature reports using SofTek digital profiler as part of our service.
The digital profiler produces full diagnostics graphs of pneumatically actuated control valves.
Should clients require specific painting and pressure testing for their applications Flocontrol are able to comply
with most requirements.
For applications outside the range of the LTG1 Flocontrol are able to procure components for the entire range
of control valves from Valvitalia directly and bring them to Australia. Using common Australian stocked
components, we can then assemble and test locally.
By having this capability, we will cut down on normal lead times from the factory to 10-12 weeks.

Please contact your local Flocontrol office for further details.

